A ring S is a central extension of a subring JR if 5 = RC and C is the centralizer of R in 5, i.e., C = {s E S sr = rs} for every r E R. We shall also say that R is centrally embedded in S.
We have shown that if a ring JR is centrally embedded in a simple artinian ring then JR is a prime Ore ring and its quotient ring Q is the minimal central extension of R which is a simple artinian ring; furthermore, the centralizer of R can be characterized. In the present note we extend these results and show that rings which can be centrally embedded in semi-simple artinian rings are semi-prime Ore rings with a finite number of minimal primes and their rings of quotients are the minimal central extension of this type.
The Ring Q 0 (JR). We recall some definitions and results of [1].
Let R be an associative ring (not necessarily with a unit) and let L 0 (R) be the set of all (two-sided) ideals A of R with the property: (A) "Vx E JR, AX = 0 φ JC = 0". The set L 0 (R) is a filter. That is: closed under finite intersection and inclusion. We shall also.assume henceforth that R E L 0 (R) i.e. Rx = 0 φ x = 0.
Consider every A E L 0 (R) as left R-module and define the ring To prove the second part, we consider the set of all central idempotents e of S with the property: "re =0, r E R φ r = 0". Clearly for such e, R = Re by corresponding: r -» re. The set of these idempotents is not empty since the unit 1 has this property. Each of the central idempotent e has the form e = e u + e ip , i, < i 2 < < / r . So choose e of this set with minimal p. Then Se is a central extension of Re of minimal length, since the minimality of p implies that for any 1 ^ λ ^ p, there exists r/0 such that r(e -e Iλ ) = 0.
The preceding lemma shows that if a ring R has a central extension S of the type described above, then replacing S by a direct sυmmand we get a central extension of minimal length of a ring isomorphic with R. We can, therefore, restrict ourselves to the study of central extension of minimal length. Our results is the following. Indeed, let S = S,0 0S n , S f simple with a unit e, . If AC = S and Ax =0 for some JC E #, then Sx = (AC)x = (Ax)C = 0 but S has a unit and so x = 0, i.e. A E L o (/?). Conversely, it suffices to show that AC Π Si 7^ 0, since then AC Π S, is a nonzero ideal in the simple ring implies that S, = AC Π S h This in turn yields that AC D S, and, therefore AC D S,0 0S n = S. To prove that AC Π S, ^ 0, we note that if AC Π S t = 0 then Ae t C ΛS { C ARC Π S. C ΛC Π S, -0. Let P = {r, re, = 0} and ζ) = {r G JR, r(l -β,) = 0}. Since S is of minimal length it follows that P Π ζ) = 0, ζMO and PDA Thus AQ C PΠ(?=0 which contradicts the assumption that A G L Q (R) (i.e., A satisfies (A) of §2).
We can follow now the proofs of We, henceforth, identify Γ with its image in C and thus we may assume that Γ C C. We are now in position to prove the main theorems. R is semi-prime, for if A 2 = Othen (AC) 2 = in S, but S is semiprime and so AC = 0 which implies that A = 0.
Let S = RC = S,φ φ5 n be a central extension of R of minimal length, with e, the units of 5 ( . Put P = {r E i?, rβj = 0}, and consider R as a subring of Q Q (R). Then we readily have, since 6, E Γ C Qo(R) that P = R Π Q 0 (R) (1-€i). Furthermore, P is a prime ideal: indeed let AB QP with Λ,β ideals in R containing P, then since βg!P, Be, ^0 and, therefore, (BC)e ] is a nonzero ideal in S\ which implies that BCe, = S,. Thus:
This yields that Λβi = 0 and so A C P. We can now apply since Γ = ΣΓe, and the elements e, belong to the center of S = JRC The last isomorphism is given by the mappings rα®c-Corollary C follows now immediately by Theorem 6 and Corollary 13 of [1] .
We finish with an immediate corollary of the fact that Γ C Cents S, and Cent SCC: COROLLARY D. If RC is a central embedding of R in a direct sum of simple rings of minimal length, then so is JR(Cent C).
